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NATIONAL SECRETARIAT     Jon Tibell, architect, General secretary
                            Mikael Frej, architect, General secretary

MEMBERSHIP OF THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE

President           Anders Johansson, architect
Public authority representatives
                    Leif Brodersen
                    Annica Carlsson
Architects                  Lisa Daram
                            Sten Gromark
                            Per Kraft
                            Britt Olofsdotter
                            Annica Karlsson

SITES AND PRIZES AVAILABLE FOR E14
  2 sites: Trelleborg and Karlskrona
  Prizes: 2 winners and 2 runners-up
  special mentions

PUBLICITY FOR THE EUROSPAN 14 COMPETITION
  Article + advertisement in Arkitekten, Banners on the websites of Europan Sweden,
  www.europan.se, and the Association of Swedish Architects, www.arkitekt.se. E-mail to
  all architects under age 40 in Sweden and start meetings / presentations in Stockholm,
  Gothenburg and Malmö.

LEGAL PROVISIONS FOR FOREIGN ARCHITECTS
In Sweden the title "architect" is not protected, nor is the profession. Anyone can apply
for a building permit. The client is responsible for the building and has to choose a
"responsible supervisor", who must be accepted by the local authorities. There are no
legal restrictions to foreign architects exercising their profession in Sweden nor having
their projects implemented. It is however common that foreign architects in this situation collaborate with a Swedish architect, for practical reasons.
In Europan, the team leader must be an architect. For the Swedish competition sites, this is defined as someone who has a university degree in architecture or is adopted as an architect in a professional architectural organisation affiliated to UIA or ACE. The team leader must be able to show documents to support this on request.
Also see point the competition rules.

PUBLICATIONS FOR THE EUROSPAN COMPETITIONS

Results
Europan 6 – Book of results: Europan Estonia, Finland and Sweden
Europan 7 – Book of results: Europan Estonia, Finland, Latvia and Sweden
Europan 8 – Book of results: Europan Finland, Latvia and Sweden
Europan 9 – Book of results: Europan Estonia, Finland, Latvia and Sweden
Europan 10 – Book of results: Europan Estonia, Finland, Latvia and Sweden
Europan 11 – EUROPANIC – A thousand new ideas for our cities Sweden
Europan 12 – E12 Results Catalogue
Europan 13 – E13 Results Catalogue - digital publication

Implementations
Europan Implementations 24 - Åleryd, reinterpreting tradition

IMPLEMENTATIONS

Europan 2
1. Umeå – Anita Tounour-Viron, Winner. Invitation to work for six months in a Swedish architectural firm to evolve project. Procedure halted.

Europan 3
1. Gävle
Meter architects, Runner-up. Commission for a refurbishment and addition of a former institution into a housing area, on a different site, but with the same clients as in the competition. Finished 2000.

Europan 4

Europan 5
No participation into the session
Europan 6
1. Järfälla  
Jonas Tapper and Dirk Noack, Winner. Commission for a development of plan together with Runners up and two honorary mentions. GRAD architects, honorable mention, Development of detail plan for the area, accepted in 2005.

Europan 7
2. Helsingborg  

Europan 8

Europan 9

Europan 10
2. Östhammar  

Europan 11
1. Nörrköping – Pelle backman & Ebba Hallin, Winner, commission for study for detail plan, ongoing.
2. Malmö – Karin Kjellson, Malin Dahlhielm, Anna Edblom, Runner-up; Johan Ahlquist, Urban Skogmar, Carlos Martinez, Runner-up. Both teams are conducting studies for detailed plan in Holma.

Europan 12

Europan 13
Nacka – Karl Zetterholm, Winner. Ongoing commission for urban studies and illustrations. Pre-studies for a building regulation plan.